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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 2984

“Detected a powerful force and anomalous magnetic field ahead! It has gone beyond the
detection of the instrument! It will be released soon and will destroy all of us!”

Heard this.

Agent Black Hawk’s heart sank to the bottom.

Why is the head of the bureau, Smith, so afraid of Doctor Dark?

The reason is now known.

“Withdraw! Everyone quickly withdraw!”

“You transfer to the Black Hawk agent’s fighter plane!”

Levi Garrison quickly transferred several people from God’s Brain to the Black Hawk agent’s
fighter plane.

Give up the Golden Eagle fighter completely.

“Boom…”

However, the Golden Eagle fighter exploded immediately.

“You retreat first!”

Levi Garrison asked Agent Black Hawk to leave.

“how about you?”
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Agent Black Hawk asked.

“Do not bother me!”

Levi Garrison looked resolute.

“Rumble…”

At this time, the location of the Super Spirit Vessel had been earthshaking, and the
movement of the earth and the mountains was spreading.

The entire Antarctic glacier is rumbling and shaking.

An unprecedented earthquake is underway.

But this is just the beginning.

The energy in the super spirit veins has to come out…

Agents of the Black Hawk would only leave the group of fighters immediately from this
place.

Get rid of quickly at the limit speed.

I’m afraid I won’t be able to leave for a while.

The reason why Levi Garrison didn’t leave was that he still wanted to try it one last time.

I want to see if I can make some changes on my own!

“Rumble…”

The movement below is getting bigger and bigger.

Levi Garrison could feel the terrible energy.

Beyond everything!
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And getting stronger!

It is indeed a force that can destroy the world inside and outside!

The opening of the super spirit vein is getting bigger and bigger.

The energy is about to burst out.
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